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Teaching Youth and Engaging Their Hearts 
Sally Michael – Truth78 

 

The Demonstration of the Spirit and of Power: 

1 Corinthians 2:1-5— And I, when I came to you, brothers, did not come proclaiming to you the 

testimony of God with lofty speech or wisdom. 2 For I decided to know nothing among you 

except Jesus Christ and him crucified. 3 And I was with you in weakness and in fear and much 

trembling, 4 and my speech and my message were not in plausible words of wisdom, but in 

demonstration of the Spirit and of power, 5 that your faith might not rest in the wisdom of 

men but in the power of God. 

Colossians 1:28-29— Him we proclaim, warning everyone and teaching everyone with all 

wisdom, that we may present everyone mature in Christ. 29For this I toil, struggling with all his 

energy that he powerfully works within me.  

 

What we have to offer is __________________ 
 
Martyn Lloyd-Jones (Spiritual Depression)—the gospel: It can satisfy man’s  
 
___________ completely, it can move his ___________________ entirely, and it can  
 
lead to wholehearted obedience in the _____________... We must always put things in  
 
the right _____________, and it is _______________ first….The ________________is  
 
always to be influenced through the understanding—the mind, then the heart, then the will. 
 

Romans 10:17— So faith comes from hearing, and hearing through the word of Christ.  

 
Gospel-Powered Parenting by William Farley, p. 179 

Children don’t reject our faith because of too much formal Bible teaching. They reject it because 

we don’t practice it. They reject it because we practice it but do not value it enough to teach it to 

them. Or they reject it because they never receive new birth. But too much knowledge is not the 

problem. A lack of knowledge is usually the problem. 

Our children’s minds are like spiritual gardens, notes William Gurnall (1617-79), one of the great 

seventeenth-century Puritan preachers. “This is the difference between religion and theism; 

religion doth not grow without planting, but will die even where it is planted without watering. 

Atheism, irreligion, and profaneness are weeds that will grow without setting, but they will not 

die without plucking up.” 
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Gurnall was right. No garden is a vacuum. Something grows. Untended ground—untaught 

minds—will yield weeds. But we want fruit, not weeds, and fruit grows only by planting, weeding 

and fertilizing with great persistence. If you don’t want weeds, you must teach your children 

regularly and intentionally. 

 
Kevin DeYoung—Don’t Call it a Comeback: 

The church in the twenty-first century must go big on____________ or go home. 

 
Truth78 youth curricula: 

 Teach Me Your Way—A Study for Youth on Surrendering to Jesus and Submitting to His 

Way  

 Abiding in Jesus— A Study for Youth on Trusting Jesus and Encouraging Others 

 Your Word is Truth— A Study for Youth on Seeing All of Life Through the Truth of Scripture 

 Rejoicing in God’s Good Design— A Study for Youth on Biblical Manhood and Womanhood 

 Open My Eyes—A Study for Youth on Studying the Bible  

 Pour Out Your Heart Before Him—A Study for Youth on Prayer and Praise in the Psalms  

 Gospel curriculum (to be written) 

 

The Implications of Brain Development on Teaching  

 
 

In the early elementary years—grades 1-4: 
 
 
 
By fifth grade: 
 
 
 
 
Quote from the Well-Trained Mind1 

Language learning and image learning require very different habits of thought. Language 

requires the mind to work harder; in reading, the brain is forced to translate a symbol (words on 

the page) into a concept. Images, such as those on videos and television, allow the mind to be 

passive. 

 

                                                           
1 Bauer, Jessie and Wise Bauer, Susan. The Well-Trained Mind (W. W. Norton & Company, 2004), 44 
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Superior Teachers 

His aim, as the Great Teacher of men, was, and ever is, not to relieve the reason and conscience 

of mankind, not to lighten the burden of thought and study, but rather to increase that burden, 

to make men more conscientious, more eager, more active in mind and moral sense. 

That is to say, He came not to answer questions, but to ask them; not to settle men’s souls, but 

to provoke them; not to save men from problems, but to save them from their indolence; not to 

make life easier, but to make it more educative. We are quite in error when we think of Christ as 

coming to give us a key to life’s difficult textbook. He came to give us a finer textbook, calling for 

keener study, and deeper devotion and more intelligent and persistent reasoning.2 

 

The mediocre teacher ________. The good teacher ______________The great teacher  

 

__________________. The superior teacher _______________.—William Arthur Ward 

 

Teaching Youth 

 
 
 
General Teaching Tips 

 Make sure there are clear sight lines.  
 

 Involve all the students. 
 

 Promote a positive atmosphere of learning together.  
 

 Call on students if they don’t participate. 
 

 Plan any up front participation carefully. 
 

 Use a variety of teaching methods. 
 

 Be interactive with the learners. 
 

 Encourage students to discover answer. 
 

                                                           
2 W.P. Merrill, Christian Internationalism, pp. 42-43. 
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 Encourage discussion and questions that promote the lesson themes and limit senseless 
discussion.   
 

 Encourage each student to bring his Bible to class. 
 

 Encourage the class to make personal application of the truth. 
 

 Start the year with an activity outside of class to build the relationships. 
 

Discussion Method of Teaching 

 
Effective discussion involves thoughtful _______________, good _________________, 
 
effective _________________________. 
 
Thoughtful Preparation 

The following steps will help you prepare to lead a discussion: 

 
  

 

 
  

 

 
  

 

 
  

 

 
  

 
 
Asking Good Questions 
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What is an open-ended question? 
 
 

 
Encouraging Deeper Thinking 

 
  

 

 
  

 

 
  

 

 
Teacher Responses 

 
  

 

 
  

 

 
  

 

 
 
Some Suggestions for Leading Discussions 

 
 Be well acquainted with the _________________   _________________. 

 

 Strike a ___________________ between taking control of the class and letting students speak.  
 

 The teacher should ____________ the discussion, not the students.  
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 Know your _________________. 

 
 

 Encourage student preparation. 
 

 Share clear __________________ and __________________ for the discussion time.  
 

 Get to know the students ________________ of the class time.  
 

 Decide what you want the students to _________________ from the discussion.  
 

 Ask good ____________________. 
 

 Don’t be afraid of _________________.  

 
 

 Be enthusiastic and lead with ___________________. 
 

 Ask ____________________ questions that are sparked by students’ comments but make sure 
that you lead the discussion in the direction you are heading. 

 

 Ask questions __________________ to individual students from time to time. 
 

 Resist the temptation to call on the student that __________________ volunteers. 

 
 Stress that opinions be ___________________.  

 
 

 Follow up student answers with further questions that will help the class to  
 

 ___________________and ____________________ the response 

 

 Repeat inaudible answers and encourage students to speak _______________. 
 

 Handle incorrect responses _____________________.  
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 If students are not used to ______________ thinking, you may need to nurse them through a 
difficult question by breaking it down into smaller parts.  

 
 You may want to __________________ comments before moving on to a subtopic. 

 

 
Encouraging Spiritual Growth through Response 

 
Insight is not the same as _________________.  Application requires ____________. 
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CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS 
 

1 
 

KNOWLEDGE 
 

Identification  
and recall of information 

define                        label                        name                        state 
fill in the blank           locate                      recall                        tell 
list                             match                      spell                         underline 
identify                      memorize 

Who____________?                                  How ____________? 

What ___________?                                  Describe _________? 

Where __________?                                  What is __________? 

When ___________? 

2 
 

COMPREHENSION 
 

Organization and 
selection of facts and 

ideas 

convert                     interpret                  restate                      summarize 
describe                   paraphrase             trace                         translate 
explain                     put in order             rewrite                      retell in your own words 

 
Retell _________ in your own words.     What differences exist between______? 
What is the main idea of _______?         Can you write a brief outline? 

  
3 
 

APPLICATION 
 

Use of facts, rules and 
principles. 

apply                         demonstrate            give an example      show 
compute                    determine                illustrate                   solve 
conclude                   draw                        make                        use 
construct                   find out                    operate                    state a rule or principle                                                                                           
 

How is _____an example of _______?     Could this happen in  ____________? 

How is ______related to _____?               Do you know of another instance where____? 

Why is ______ significant?   

 
4 
 

ANALYSIS 
 

Separating a whole into 
component parts 

 

analyze                     contrast                   diagram                    examine 
categorize                 debate                     differentiate               infer 
classify                      deduct                     dissect                      specify 
compare                    distinguish              determine the factors 

What are the parts or features of____?      How does _____compare/contrast with____? 

Classify _______ according to ______?    What evidence can you present for ________? 

Outline/diagram/web/map ___________? 

 
5 
 

SYNTHESIS 
 

Combining ideas to form 
a new whole 

 

change                      write                        predict                      revise 
combine                     formulate                pretend                    suggest 
compose                   generate                  produce                   suppose 
construct                   invent                       rearrange                visualize 
create                        originate                  reconstruct              find an unusual way 
design                       plan                          reorganize 

 
What would you predict/infer from ____?     What solutions would you suggest for ___? 

What ideas can you add to______?             What might happen if you combined ____with 

How would create/design a new ___?            ____? 

 

 
6 
 

EVALUATION 
 

Developing opinions, 
judgements, or 

decisions 
 

appraise                    decide                      judge                       rate 
choose                      defend                      justify                      select 
compare                    evaluate                   prioritize                  support 
conclude                   give your opinion      rank                         value 

 
Do you agree that _______? Explain.       Prioritize  ______according to ______ 

What do you think about _____?               How would you decide about _____? 

What is most important?                            What criteria would you use to assess _____? 

http://www.teachthought.com/learning/25-question-stems-framed-around-blooms-taxonomy/ 
See also: http://www.greeneesc.org/documents/curriculum/file_278_2_238.pdf 

http://www.teachthought.com/learning/25-question-stems-framed-around-blooms-taxonomy/
http://www.greeneesc.org/documents/curriculum/file_278_2_238.pdf
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Asking Good Questions in Class  
 

As instructors, we want students to think with us as we lecture or guide a discussion, but how do we ask 

questions that stimulate this kind of intellectual engagement? We can best promote critical thinking by 

asking open questions that cannot simply be answered “yes” or “no” or with a single “right” answer. Our 

questions can invite students to analyze, synthesize or evaluate course material. “Why?” and “How?” 

can be more profitable for discussion than “What?”  

 

 Ask your students to clarify their comments or answers. You might do this even when the 

comment is clear to you. This can be helpful for other students in the class. “Are you saying 

that…?” “Could you give me an example?” 

  Ask questions that probe your students’ assumptions. They may be unaware of their 

assumptions until asked to articulate them. “What are you assuming here?” “What could we 

assume instead?” “Is this always the case?” “Why do you think the assumption holds here?”  

 Ask questions that probe reasons, evidence and causes. Lead students to support their 

arguments. “What are your reasons for saying that?” “What other information do we need to 

know?” “Is there good evidence for believing that?” “What do you think the cause is?”  

 Ask questions that probe implications and consequences. “When you say___, are you implying 

that____?” “If you do that, what will happen?” “How is that connected to the question?” “How 

does that bear on ____?” “How does that follow?”  

 Ask questions that help students recognize, and clarify, their own thought processes. “Could 

you explain further where you’re having difficulties?” “Could you express that point in another 

way?” “Could you be more specific?” “Have you thought of…?” “What factors make this a 

difficult problem?” “What would this look like from the point of view of ___?”  

 Ask questions that require students to defend their positions. Play “devil’s advocate,” even with 

students you agree with or who articulate their points most cogently. All students can benefit 

from this intellectual exercise.  

 Ask a question with multiple possible answers. Write all options on the board without 

commenting on the list being produced. Then have the class discuss the options, explaining why 

some answers are better than others.  

 

When you ask open questions, be sure to allow students time to respond (between 10 and 30 seconds). 

This time feels longer than it is; try not to rush in too soon to rephrase the question or answer it 

yourself. If the silence is protracted, however, you might try: rephrasing the question, having a student 

rephrase it for you, giving students a few minutes to write about the question or discuss it with a peer  

http://www.princeton.edu/mcgraw/library/sat-tipsheets/good-questions/Good-Questions.pdf  

 


